Phenotypic characterization of murine tumor-infiltrating T lymphocytes.
Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) can be isolated from solid tumors and selectively expanded in long term culture with IL-2 and autologous irradiated tumor. Such long term cultured cells express anti-tumor activity in vitro, mediate the regression of established tumor in murine models of cancer, and have been used for the treatment of cancer in humans. We have characterized freshly isolated mouse Thy-1+ TIL populations, as well as long term TIL cultures, from several different C57BL/6 (B6) tumors. Freshly isolated Thy-1+ TIL include both CD4+ and CD8+ cells, as well as cells bearing NK markers. These cells are predominantly TCR alpha beta+, with a smaller population of TCR gamma delta+ cells. The TCR alpha beta+ cells expressed a broad distribution of V beta phenotypes that was statistically different from that expressed in normal B6 splenic Thy-1+ cells or CD8+ cells, presumably reflecting in vivo selection in the host anti-tumor response. NK cells are present in these tumors at a greater frequency than noted in splenic T cells. Cultured TIL populations rapidly became exclusively Thy-1+/CD8+/CD4- and TCR alpha beta+/gamma delta-. Individual long term TIL populations initially expressed multiple V beta products, but rapidly restricted their V beta expression, frequently expressing a single dominant V beta. The identity of this dominant V beta varied among different TIL lines, but the overall representation of V beta phenotypes in these cultures was statistically different from that seen in Thy-1+ or CD8+ splenocytes. No statistical difference was noted between lines derived from antigenically distinct tumors. The selection of tumor specific T cells in vitro is therefore not reflected in any simple predominance of V beta usage. The complexity of TCR usage in the anti-tumor response may result from the involvement of multiple alpha- and beta-chain regions in the response to a single antigenic determinant, or may reflect multiple antigenic determinants expressed on a single syngeneic tumor.